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PERTURBED DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS WITH AN

ATTRACTING SINGULARITY AND WEAK VISCOSITY

LIMITS IN HAMILTON-JACOBI EQUATIONS

B. PERTHAME

Abstract. We give a new PDE proof of the Wentzell-Freidlin theorem con-

cerning small perturbations of a dynamical system

ue = tp   on dSl.

We prove that, if b has a single attractive singular point, ue converges uni-

formly on compact subsets of Í2 , and with an exponential decay, to a constant

p., and we determine p . We also treat the case of Neumann boundary condi-

tion. In order to do so, we perform the asymptotic analysis for some ergodic

measure which leads to a study of the viscosity limit of a Hamilton-Jacobi

equation. This is achieved under very general assumptions by using a weak

formulation of the viscosity limits of these equations.

Résumé. Nous donnons une nouvelle preuve, par des méthodes EDP, du

théorème de Wentzell-Freidlin concernant les petites perturbations d'un système

dynamique:

Leue = -§Awe - b- Vue = 0   dans Q,

ue = tp   sur dSï.

Nous prouvons que, si b a un seul point singulier attractif, alors uc converge

vers une constant p , uniformément sur tout compact, et avec une vitesse ex-

ponentielle. Nous déterminons p.. Nous traitons aussi le cas de conditions

aux limites de Neuman. Pour cela, nous faisons l'analyse asymptotique d'une

mesure ergodique intervenant naturellement dans le problème, ce qui revient

à étudier la limite par viscosité evanescente dans une équation de Hamilton-

Jacobi. Ceci est réalisé sous des hypothèses très générales gâce à un passage à

la limite faible dans cette équation.

In this paper, we present some new ideas to simplify and generalize the PDE

proof of the result of Wentzell-Freidlin [ 14, 26] concerning small random per-

turbations of a dynamical system with a singular point of attracting type. The

problem can be described as follows. Let u   solve

(1)
u = tp   on oil,

Lcue = -§Am£ -b- Vh£ = 0   infi,
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724 B. PERTH AME

and let b be of attracting type (i.e. any trajectory of yt = b(yt), y(0) = x eQ.,

tends to 0 as t tends to infinity). Then, it is known that uE converges to some

constant p as e tends to 0 and the problem is to determine p. This has been

achieved first by Wentzell-Freidlin (loc. cit.) using probabilistic arguments and

they show that p may be written

(2) p= [   <p(x)dP(x),
'ail

where the probability measure P is supported by the set of minimizing points

on dQ of the so-called quasi-potential function

(3) Q(x) = lnf y^°° L(y(s), y (s))ds; y e Hl(R+),y(0) = x ,y(-) eQ

(4) L(y,v) = \v + b(y)\2/2.

The proof relies on the large deviations principle. Recently Day [8] has given

an exact formula for P, namely he has proved the following formula, given

earlier by Matkowsky and Schuss [23],

^(j^.nRe-'I'ydj.nRe-'f,

where R solves a linear first order equation (the main difficulty being to give a

sense to this equation which coefficients are not smooth). We refer to [8] for the

numerous historical developments about this problem, and we restrict ourself

to the particular situation we are interested in, namely the PDE approach.

From a purely PDE point of view, Kamin [ 19] has proved that ue converges

to a constant. But for the determination of this constant, although the general

formula has been formally derived for a few years in [23], the only rigorous

result which is known is the case when Q has a unique minimum point P0 on

dQ. Then Kamin [20] has proved that the measure P in (2) is a Dirac mass

at PQ . The function Q appears, in the above papers, as a particular solution

of the Hamilton-Jacobi (H.J. in short) equation

(5) \VV\2/2 + (b,VV) = 0   inQ.

Here, we intend to give a completely new proof of the convergence of u£

toward a constant and we will prove, using only this H.J. equation, that P

is supported by the set of minimum points of the solution of some boundary

value problem associated to (5), namely the state constraints problem, and we

will make clear that its unique solution is given by (3). We introduce two main

ideas. The first one is that the Wentzell-Freidlin Theorem may be reduced to the

asymptotic analysis of the ergodic measure given by (6)-(6') below. The second

idea is that we may perform this analysis, under very weak assumptions on b,

using the new weak limit introduced in Barles and Perthame [2, 3], already used

by Ishii [17]. Let us mention also that it is classical to treat problems of large

deviations type by PDE arguments, using in particular the method developed
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recently by Fleming and Souganidis [13] and Evans and Ishii [9]; see also Evans

and Souganidis [10, 11] and Bardi [1].

The importance of the ergodic measure for this problem can be seen from

the determination of p that we explain now. Consider, following the method

introduced by Matkowsky and Schuss [23], the adjoint problem associated to

(1),

(6) LX = -§At/£ + div(¿n;£) = 0   inQ;

then set v£ = e~ ''*. A simple integration by parts gives

0 = / vLu, - uL*vcI £     £    £ £     £     £
Jii

-%vtdujdn + {^dvjdn - b ■ nv£}u£.
JaiIdO.

But Kamin [19] has proved (see also our new proof in §111) that on dQ we have

(7) § dujdn + (tp - ue(0))b • n = p(e) -> 0   as e -► 0 (uniformly).

Therefore, we obtain

(8) 0= Í  [p(e) -(tp- u£(0))b ■ n]e~VJe + tp[\dvldn - b ■ nvl,
Jan

and thus the problem is now to determine the behavior of V£ or v£ as e goes

to 0. Different tricks are used in the above cited papers to perform this, but no

direct relation has been established between (6), (5) and (3).

Let us give a new understanding of the boundary conditions associated to (5)

and (6) so that the determination of p from (8) becomes very simple and the

relation between (6), (5) and (3) becomes clear. We add to (6) the boundary

condition

(6') e2dv£/dn-b-nv£ = 0   onôQ.

The problem (6)-(6') is classical, its solution is the ergodic measure (choose

/0u£i/x= 1 ) associated to the reflected diffusion with drift b . In particular,

it is shown that v£ remains positive and thus the exponential transformation is

possible and V£ satisfies

(9) -2-¿xV£ + \VV£\2l2 + (b,VV£) = edivb   inQ,

dVJdn = -2b-n   ondQ.

The second new idea that we will develop below is that V is bounded in L°°

uniformly as e tends to 0 and that V£ converges uniformly to the solution VQ

of (5) with the boundary condition

(5') \VV\2/2 + (b,VV)>0   ondQ.

This boundary condition, which has been introduced by Soner [25], has to be

understood in the viscosity sense of Crandall and Lions [7]. The point is that
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Q still satisfies (5)-(5') and a uniqueness result holds for (5)-(5'). Namely, we

will prove that V£ is continuous at the attraction point (say 0) and since we

may add a constant to V£, we have 1^(0) = V(0) = 0. Now (5)-(5;) admits a

unique viscosity solution which is continuous at 0 and which value at 0 is 0 and

thus it is given by (3). Let us only point out that V = 0 does not satisfy (5')

in the viscosity sense described in Appendix 1 (see Appendix 1 for a proof).

In fact (5') is associated with optimal control problems with state constraints

(see [25] and Capuzzo-Dolcetta and Lions [6]). This means that (5') is naturally

associated with the constraint y(-) eQ in (3).

Putting together these results, we get from (8) and (6')

i.e.

^{L^l/ifj'"'-"*)'
p = limw (0) = limp.,

and, since V£ —► V0 in C(Q), VQ a solution of (5)-(5'), we obtain the Wentzell-

Freidlin result. Indeed, it is very simple to see that (10) implies that the measure

P in (2) is supported by the set of minimum points of V^, partitioning dQ

into two subsets, a neighborhood of the minimum points of VQ and its com-

plementary set.

This paper is organized as follows. In §1, we state precisely our results and

assumptions. In §11, we prove our results concerning the asymptotic behavior

of the ergodic measure. In the last section, we prove the convergence of u£ and

we perform the boundary layer analysis necessary to establish (7). We recall the

basic definitions about viscosity solutions of H.J. equations in Appendix 1.

I. Assumptions and main result

From the introduction, the determination of the support of P is reduced

to prove that there exists a positive solution v£ to (9) and that it converges

uniformly to a solution of (5)-(5'). We state precisely these results below. Here

Q denotes a smooth (C2) bounded open subset of R , and n(x) denotes the

unit outward normal to dQ at x . Our first result concerns the existence of v£.

Theorem 1. Let b belong to L°°(Q). Then there exists a unique variational

solution v£ = Wx '"(Q) n C(Q),  l<p<oc,to

(6) -f Av + div(bvf = 0   inQ, Maxv£ = 1,
si

(6') \dvjdn-b-nv£ = 0   ondQ.
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Moreover, one has for some C independent of e,

(11) e~c/e<v£<l.

We will discuss this result later. Let us now give some assumptions in order

to study the convergence of e Log ve. We assume

(H2)    ¿>eC(Q\{0}),    beL°°(Q),    divbeL°°(Q),    b-n<0   ondQ,

(H2) For S > 0 small enough, there exists a function

y/seWl'00(Q\B¿)

satisfying for some p(S) > 0

\V<ps\2/2 + (b,Vips)<-p(ô)   inQ\Bô,
dipä/dn<-2b-n ondQ,

y/s = 0 on dBs .

Here the inequalities have to be understood in the viscosity sense of Crandall-

Lions (loc. cit.) and we refer the reader to Appendix 1 for a definition of vis-

cosity solutions to H.J. equations.

In order to be more specific, let us give a sufficient condition for (H2) to

hold.

(H3) b_ is continuous in Q\{0} and V<5 > 0,3T(ô) < +oo,Vx e

Q\Bâ,Vy(-) satisfying

y(s) = -b(y(s)),       y(0) = x,

then,

3s,0<s<Ts,    y(s)£Q\Bs.

Here, as in (H2), Bs denotes the ball of center 0 and radius S . The proof that

(H3) => (H2) is given in Appendix 2.

We may now state our main result.

Theorem 2. Under assumptions (HI) and (H2), V£ = -elogu£ converges uni-

formly in Q to V0e C(Q), the unique continuous viscosity solution of

(5) \VV\2/2 + (b,VV) = 0   in Q\{0},

(5') \VV\2/2 + (b,VV)>0   ondQ,

such that V(0) = 0.

Let us comment on Theorems 1 and 2. First, as we pointed it out in the

introduction, the existence of v£ is classical since v£ represents (up to a mul-

tiplication by a constant) the ergodic measure associated with some reflected

diffusion process (the adjoint of (6)-(6') is a pure Neumann problem for which

0 is the first eigenvalue). The proof of the existence of a positive solution to

(6)-(6') can be found in Bensoussan [4] for b e L°° or Bensoussan and Lions
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[5] for b e C . The new point here is the explicit lower bound (11) that we

obtain through the Harnack Inequality. Let us recall that (6)-(6;) holds in a

variational sense and a correct formulation is

(12) J f Vv£-Vv- f vh-Vv = 0   VveHl(Q).
2 Jn Jo.

The result of Theorem 2 follows the idea of Fleming [ 12] to study the asymp-

totic behavior of v£ by a log-transformation. Let us only point out that this

method leads generally to H.J. equations and has been studied by various au-

thors (see the references in the introduction). The new point here is that we

will perform a very weak passage to the limit as e —► 0 so that we do not use

estimates on Vv£ or compactness in C(Q). This allows us to deal with very

general assumptions on b and to get rid of any regularity on VQ .

Finally, (5)-(5') is associated with a state constraint [6, 25] control problem

which can be described as follows. The Hamiltonian in (5) is given by

(13) H(x,p) = \p\2/2 + (b(x),p)= suv{-(v,p)-L(x,v)}.
v<ERN

Therefore, VQ is given through the following procedure; let yx(-) satisfy for

some measurable v(-)

dyx(t) = v(t)dt,       yx(0) = x;

then

VQ(x) = inf y™L(yft),v(t))dt; yx(s)eQVs > o} ,

which is equivalent to formula (3). This also explains why the boundary con-

dition (5') holds. The natural one should be

dVJdn = -2b-n,

as it is for V£. But the costs to reflect (-2b ■ n) is too expensive and this

boundary condition is lost through a boundary layer effect and gives (5').

The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are given in §11.

Finally, let us state our results on the behavior of u£, and on the Neumann

problem.

Theorem 3. Under assumptions (HI) and (H2), let tpeC(dQ) and let ue solve

Í L£u£ = -%Au£-b-Vu£ = 0,       u£eC2(Q)nC(Q),

[ u£ = tp   on dQ.

Then, u£ - u£(0) converges uniformly on every compact subset of Q to 0, and

with an exponential rate if tp e C1 'ß(dQ) for some ß > 0. If b-n < 0 on dQ,

then u£(0)-p£ converges to 0 (where p£ is given by (10)), and if tp e C1 'ß(dQ)

then (1) holds.
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Theorem 4. Under assumptions (HI) and (H2), let tp e C(dQ), let b • n < 0 on

dQ, and let z£ solve

L£z£ = -f Aze - b • Vze = 0,       z£eH[(Q)n L°°(Q),

\dzjdn = -b ■ n(tp - pf   ondQ, / v£z£dx = 0
Jsi

(where p£ is given by (10)). Then z£ remains uniformly bounded and converges

uniformly to 0 on every compact subset of Q and with an exponential rate.

The restriction b-n < 0 in Theorem 3 needs to be made for technical reasons:

we need it to perform a part of the boundary layer analysis necessary to prove

(7). In Theorem 4 it seems more fundamental to get uniform bounds on z£

(since solutions of (1) are approximately solutions of the Neumann problem,

because of (7) and the Neumann boundary condition does not see tp where b-n

is null).

II. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF THE ERGODIC MEASURE

1. Proof of Theorem 1. In this subsection, we prove Theorem 1. We do not

repeat the argument of [4, 5] which states the existence of a positive solution

vE of (6)-(6') in W['P(Q) n C(Q) such that maxt;£ = 1. We now prove

(11). We use the Harnack Inequality (Gilbarg and Trudinger [15, p. 199]), this

kind of argument has already been used by Bardi [1]. It shows that, for any

Qn, Qa c Q, one has

Infn v£ > exp(-Cfe) sup-i>£,

where C only depends on H^H^ and a. In order to conclude, we have to

examine what happens near dQ. Our remark is that the Harnack inequality

still holds on dQ because of the special boundary condition (6'). The proof is

exactly the same as for interior points and we only sketch the main steps. We

refer the reader to [15] for a complete and general proof.

Let y belong to dQ and let us choose R small enough such that on

D4R = B4R(y) nQ,

the Sobolev injection of //jl(L>4R) into L2NI(N~2)(DAR) holds (we consider the

case N > 2 to shorten the proof), where

HxY(Dr) = {ueH\Dr),u = 0   ondDfdQ},

i.e. for some constant C

(14) VveH¡.(D4R)    |M|2AWV_2)<C||VH|2,

with obvious notations for the norms. This is possible since D4R is diffeomor-

phic to a half ball for R small.
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For ß ^ 0 and nonnegative r¡ e C (Q), we may choose r¡ vß (we drop the

index e) as a test function in (12). We obtain

eß i\Vv\2vß~[n2 <-2e ivvvßt]Vt] + Íbv(ßvß~Xi]\v + 2nVnvß),

and

(15) J i12\Vv\2vß~l <(S/ß2) J(\Vn\2 + (\\b\\2Je2)r,2)vß+l.

We set y = ß + 1 and

(v(ß+D/2     if)M1;
CO = i

[ logt;       if ¿ff = -1,

then (15) rewrites (for ß ¿ -1)

I ¡»Veo]2 < (32\y\/ß2) J(\Vn\2 + il2\\b\\2Je2)co2 .

Since Sobolev inequality (14) still holds, we may follow [15] and choosing r\ = 0

in Q\D4R,

(16) \\lo>\\2mN_2) < (C/ß)(l + \y\)\\(\Vn\ + r,\\b\\Je)o>\\2.

We may choose also tj with r\ = 0 in Q\Dr R and t] = 1 in Dr R, 1 < rx <

r2 < 3 and |Vrç| < 2/((r2 - rfR), and for' x = N/(N - 2) wé obtain (the

analogue of formula 8.55 in [15])

(17) \H\L2X,B ) ̂  C\H\lAb )(! + lyD/(r2 - rf

with C0 = C||ft||oo/(/?fi).
The end of the proof of the Harnack Inequality is now exactly the same as

in [15] and we skip it, moreover the dependence of C0 upon HèH^/e is the

same as for interior points and thus inequality (11) holds.

To conclude this subsection let us notice that Theorem 8-20 of [15] is more

precise and for r small enough we have

v£ > sup v£ exp -(C + C7r||Z>||0O/e),

i.e.

(18) K^inf^ + Ce + CIIÔH^r;

this will be used later.

2. Proof of Theorem 2. We divide the proof of Theorem 2 into three steps.

The first one identifies the limit of V£ as sub- or supersolution of (5)-(5').

Then comparison lemmas for Hamilton-Jacobi equations with discontinuous

solutions allow us to conclude. Let us point out that this method simplifies

the general program devised by Evans and Ishii [9] to treat large deviation

problems. Indeed, we do not prove Lipschitz estimates (which hold if the field
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b(x) is smooth); our proof is reduced to a uniqueness result which however is

necessary.

It is easy to see that V£ is a viscosity solution of (9) in the sense of Lions

[21]. But in order to avoid technical difficulties let us consider for any e > 0

some smooth be satisfying (H1 ) uniformly. Then Theorem 1 still holds for w£

a solution of

(19)
{

- f Au;£ + di\(b£w£) = 0,        max^ii;£ = 1

\dw Jdn-b£-nw =0   ondQ.

Finally, we may choose b£ smooth enough so that ( 19) holds in a classical sense

and so that, setting w£ = e~ e   , then

V-WF^0   inC(ñ),       b-b^O   in C{U\B.), V¿ > 0.

Now, W satisfies in a classical sense£

(20)
- \AW£ + \VW£\¿/2 + b£ ■ VW£ = ediv¿>£    in Q.

dWJdn = -2b£-n   ondQ,

and it is enough to prove Theorem 2 for W£ rather than Ve. Let us consider

the functions defined for any subsequence e„ —► 0 by
" n—>oo

(21) V(x)=limsupW£(y),
£—►0 ,y—*x

(22) V(x)= lim sup W,(y),
£ —>0 ,y—>x

where e'n denotes a subsequence extracted of sn such that

(23) V(0) = lim W,(yn)   for some v  ^ 0.

Let us state our first lemma.

Lemma 1. Let b e C(H\{0}).   Then V(0) = V(0) and V is an upper semi-
continuous (u.s.c.) viscosity subsolution of

(24) H(x, VF) < 0   in fi\{0},

(24') Min(dV/dn + 2b-n,H(x,VV))<0   ondQ.

V_ is a lower semicontinuous (l.s.c.) viscosity supersolution of

(25) H(x,VV)>0   in Q\{0},

(25') Max(dV/dn + 2b-n,H(x,VV))>0   ondQ.

Again, we refer the reader to Appendix 1 and to the papers [2, 3, 17] for

discontinuous viscosity solutions of H.J. equations. The meaning of (24'), for

example, is that for any 3> e C2(Q) and

M_ax(F - <D) = (V - <P)(x0),       x0edQ,
Q
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then

Min(H(x0, V3>(x0)), d®/dn(x0) + 2b ■ n(x0)) < 0.

The proof of Lemma 1 is simple. V_(0) = V(0) is a simple consequence of

(18). Let us prove, following [2], that F is a subsolution on the boundary.

Consider x0edQ, such that

Max(F - <P) = (V - <D)(x0) > (V - *)(*),       x ¿ x0

(this last inequality is not restrictive). Define x£ e Q by

Max(W£ - <D) = (W£ - <D)(* ).
n

Then, following [2], x£ —> x0,  We(xf) —► V(xf) as e —► 0.  If x£ e dQ, we

have

d<&(x£)/dn <dW£(x£)/dn <2b-n,

and if x£ e dQ, we have D2( W£ - 4>)(xe) < 0, therefore

H(xe,V<S>(xe))<0.

In both cases, we may pass to the limit to get (24').

In order to compare V and V_, we have to build a strict subsolution following

the proof of [16]. This is the aim of

Lemma 2. Under assumptions (H1 ) and (H2), the u.s.c. function U = ( 1 - 6) V +

8 tps satisfies, for any S small enough,

(26) H(x ,VU) < -0p(S)   in Q\BS ,

(26') Min(H(x,VU) + dp(S),dU/dn + 2b-n)<0   ondQ.

Proof of Lemma 2. Consider, for any <P e C (Q),

m = Max(U - <P) = Max(6ips + (1 - 0)V - <P) = (U - O)(x0).
n n

We only consider the most difficult case, i.e. x0 e dQ. Then we have to prove

that
Min(H(x0, V<D(x0)) + 6p(S),d<b/dn(x0) + 2b ■ n(x0)) < 0.

Define y£, x£ e Q by

m£ = Max(6<ps(y) + (1 - 0)V(x) -\x-y\2/(2e) - e<t>(y) - (1 - 0)<D(x))
x,y€Q

= eVi(ye) + (1 - d)V(x£) - \xe - yf/(2e) + 6<ï>(yf - (1 - 6)<t>(x£).

As usual, it is easy to see that (assuming that x0 is a strict maximum in (27))

m£ —► m , x£,y£ —<■ xQ , \x£- y£\2/(2e) —> 0 as e —► 0. Several cases may occur:

(i) xe e Q, yeeQ. Then

H(x£,(x£-y£)/(l-d)e + V®(x£))<0,

H(ye. i*, - yf/6£ + v4>(ye)) < -p(¿) ;
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this implies that (x£-y£)/e remains bounded (since H(x,p) —> oo as |p| —> co,

uniformly). Therefore

H(x£ ,-(*,- yf/es + V<P(y£)) < -p(S) + C\x£ - y£\.

Since H is convex in p , we get

H(x£,(l - 6)V<t>(x£) + 0V<P(y£)) < -p(S) + C\x£-y£\,

and we conclude setting e —► 0 if the case (i) occurs for a subsequence sn —► 0.

(ii) y£ € <9Q. Then, from (H2) we obtain

-(x£ - y£) ■ n/Oe + d<S>/dn(y£) + 2b-n<0.

Since y£ e dQ, we have (see Lions [22] and Perthame and Sanders [24])

(x£-y£)-n<C\x£-y£\2.

Therefore

d®/dn(y£) + 2b-n< C\x£ -yf/e -* 0   ase^O,

and we conclude again in this case.

(iii) y£ e Q, xeedQ and H(x£,(x£ -ye)/(l - 6)e + V<D(x£)) < 0. This
case is analogous to case (i).

(iv) y£eQ, x£edQ and (x£-y£)-n/(l -d)e + d®/dn(x£) + 2b-n(x£) < 0.

This case is analogous to case (ii).

Thus Lemma 2 is proved.

Our last and crucial result is

Lemma 3. Under assumptions (HI) and (H2), V_>V in Q.

Proof of Lemma 3>. We are going to prove that for any 6 and â, U <V_+Cp'(S)

for some modulus of continuity p . Consider x0 e Q\B& such that

m = Max(í/ -V) = (U- V)(x0).
a\B6

If x0 e dB6 , then the inequality is clear since V(0) = L(0). If x0 e Q\B¿ ,

we may conclude as usual and thus we only treat the case x0edQ. Let us fix

q > 0 and set

(27)

ma£ = Max {U(y) - V(x) - 2b£ -(x-y)- \x£ -yf/2e + a(ct(x) +Z(y))}
x,y€il

= U(x£) - V(x£) - 2b£ ■ (x£ - y£) - \x£ - yf/2e + a(Ç(xe) + {(y,))},

where { e CfQ), ¡A, = 0 on dQ, V{ • n = 1 on Oil, b£ = bfx) satisfies

b£ —> b uniformly as e —» 0, and b£ is C with \\7b£\yfï —* 0 as e —► 0. We
set

(28) ma = Max{U(x)-V(x) + 2ac;(x)}.
x€il
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We see that ma <mf , and we may extract a subsequence of e such that

a a „
xe -^ x '    ye """ x     as e — 0,

because \x£-y£\ /2s remains bounded. From (27), we obtain

ma < mf = U(y£) - U(xa) - V(x£) + V(xa) + U(xa) - V(xa)

+ ««■(*,) + Z(yf)) + 2b£(x£ - yf) - \x£ - y£\2/2e

<ma - \x£ - yf/2e + p(\x£ - xa\ + \y£ -xa\),

where p denotes a modulus of continuity (depending on the point xa).

This shows that \x£ - y£\ /2e —► 0 as e —► 0. Now, we set

P = -(*£ - yf/e - a^lA.(x£) - 2b£(x£) - 2Vb£(x£)(x£ - yf,

q = -(x£-y£)/e + aVi(y£)-2b£(x£).

As in the proof of Lemma 2, we obtain if y£ e dQ

q ■ n > -C\x£ -y£\ /e + a- 2b£(x£) ■ n ,

and if x£ e dQ

p-n<C\x£- yf/e -a- 2b£(x£) ■ n + C\Vb£\ ■ ̂.

For e small enough, this reduces to

p ■ n < -2b(x£) • n - a/2,       q ■ n> -2b(y£) • n + a/2.

Thus, the viscosity characterization of U and V_ gives always (for e small

enough)

H(x£,p)>0,        H(y£,q)<-dp(ô),

thus q remains uniformly bounded and the second inequality reads

H(x£, q) < -6p(ô) + C\b(xf - b(y£)\ < -6p(S)/2

for e small enough. This gives a contradiction when a tends to 0.

This shows that x0 e Q\BS and concludes the proof of Lemma 3 setting 8

and ô to zero.

Remark. This proof is very close to the proof of uniqueness of viscosity solu-

tions for H.J. Equations with Neumann boundary conditions of [22, 24]; it can

be extended to discontinuous solutions with no change. This particularly simple

proof that we have presented here has been taken from Ishii and Lions [18].

The proof of Theorem 2 is now nearly complete. Since V is obviously greater

than V, we have proved that V_=V. This means that W£ converges uniformly

to some V0, the unique solution of (24)-(24'), (25)-(25'). It remains to notice

that this problem is equivalent to the state constraints problem (5)-(5;). This

is clear from the following formula proved in [22]. If V0 satisfies (25)-(25'),

then for any tf> e C'(fi) and any x0e3fi, 36 e [0,1] such that

H(x0, V0(xo) - 0(d<p/dn(xQ) + 2b ■ nfn) > 0,
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i.e.
H(x0, V<p{x0)) + d(d<p/dn + 2b ■ n)+

• {6(d<p/dn + 2b • n)+/2 - (2b ■ n + dtp/dn) + b-n}>0.

Since b • n < 0, this implies that

H(x0,Vtp(x0))>0

and we have recovered the boundary condition (5'). By uniqueness (we do not

prove the uniqueness for the boundary condition (5') which a simple conse-

quence of [25]) the two problems (5)-(5') and (24)-(24'), (25)-(25;) are there-

fore equivalent, and their solution is given by

(3')

Q(x) = lnf{£L(y(s),y(s))ds; y e H\R+),y(0) = x,

y(r) = 0,y(s) e Q\{0} for 0 < s < x
}

(this formula is clearly equivalent to (3) if b is continuous). Since Min^I^ = 0

we get VQ = Q, thus Theorem 2 is proved.

III. Asymptotic analysis of u£ and z£

1. Proof of Theorem 4. We begin by proving Theorem 4, its proof is simpler

because it is not necessary to perform a precise boundary layer analysis. Let us

first point out that z£ exists because p£ is chosen so that fdnv£b-n(tp-p£) = 0,

which is the solvability condition for

(2Q) ¡Lez£ = -^2Az£-b.Vz£ = 0,        z£eHl(Q)nL°°(Q),

\\dz£/dn = -b-n(tp - pf   ondQ, ¡iiv£z£dx = 0

(see [4, 5]). To study (29) let us begin by some preliminary lemmas.

Let ô be a positive number as small as necessary and let Os be a smooth
open subset of Q containing 0 such that d(dQ,Oô) > S. Let m := m(e,Oö)

satisfy

(30)        ÍL£m = -^Am + div(bm) = 0,       m e Hl(Q\Ôs) n C(Q\Oô),

\ jdm/dn - b • nm = 0   on dQ, m = 1 on dOs .

Because of the Dirichlet boundary condition, there exists a unique solution to

(30) which satisfies the maximum principle and thus

(31) v£<m<l    onQVO,.

We are going to follow the same asymptotic analysis for m as for v£, therefore

we set

m = e~MJt,       0<M£<V£,

(32) -§AM£ + |VA/£|2/2 + (6,VM£) = ediv6    inQ^,

dMJdn = -2b-n   ondQ,       M£ = 0   on dOs.
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Lemma 4. Under assumptions (HI) and (H2), M£ converges uniformly on Q\Oâ

to the unique solution M e C(Q\Os) of

(33) H(x,VM) = 0   inQ\0¿,

(33') M = 0   ondOs,

(33") H(x,VM)>0   ondQ.

Proof of Theorem 4. Define M ,M_ as in the proof of Lemma 2; these functions

are sub- and supersolutions of (33). We claim that M satisfies (33'). Indeed,

one can easily check that for X large enough the function d(x) = Xd(x ,dOf)

is a strict supersolution of (32) in a small neighborhood V of dOs (we assume

that d is smooth in V). For X large enough, Xd is larger than V on dV.

This proves that M£ is smaller than Xd, and thus (33') holds for M ,M_. Then,

we choose ô' small enough so that B&, c Os . For ß small enough, the function

(see (H2)) ßips, is still a strict subsolution of (33) and satisfies

dß\p0,/dn<-2b-n   ondQ,       ßvs*^0   as ß ->0 on dOs.

Therefore, we may apply the proof of Theorem 2 without any modification and

we obtain that M = M, and that the Neumann condition for (33) is equivalent

to (33").

Lemma 5. With the notations of Lemma 4, there exists a constant 1(0) > 0 such

that for any choice ofthe smooth open subset of QOs containing 0 and satisfying

d(dQ,dOs)>S>0, then M£> 3l(S) on dQ,for 0<e< 1.

Proof of Lemma 5. Applying the maximum principle to (32) the worst constant

/ is obtained when

Os = {x;d(x,âQ)>ô}.

In this case, assume that Minöfi = 0 = M(x0), x0 e 9Q. We will obtain a

contradiction by using the maximum principle in (33). It holds because we have

a strict subsolution. Indeed, consider

Min_{M(x) - ßy/s,(y) + C\x - x0\2 - 2b£(x) ■ (x - y)
x,y€Q

+ C\x-y\2/(2e) + ß(ci(x)+ei(y))}

(we use the notation of the proofs of Lemmas 2, 3, 4); it is attained at points

x£,y£. As usual, we have, since M is Lipschitz continuous,

\xp-y\<Ce,       X.J.-»!,   as£->0,       xß-*x0   as/?^0.£ '^ £

We obtain a contradiction as in Lemma 2. For example, if x£,y£eQ, then

H(x£, - 2C(x£ - x0) - 2C(x£ - yf/e + ßVC(x£) + 2b(xf + 2x£ ■ Vbe) > 0,

H(y£, - 2C(x£ - yf/e + ßVC(y£) + 2b(xf) < -ßp(a'),

and this is a contradiction setting e and ß to 0. The other cases are also mere

adaptations and we skip them.
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We may now turn to the proof of Theorem 4. We divide its proof into two

steps; first, we show the exponential decay of z£ in compact subsets of Q, then

we conclude by an analysis of the boundary layer. We will prove an estimate on

the decay and the L°° norm of z£ which only depends on WbW^ , supgn(b • n),

and II ̂11 co ' therefore it is enough to assume that tp and b are smooth.

Step 1. Decay in compact subsets. Let a positive number y be given and let us

prove an estimate on the decay of z£ in {x ; d(dQ, x) > y} .

First, we choose m = v£ (formally, ô = 0 in Lemmas 4 and 5) and we

multiply (29) by z£m . Green's formula gives

f \Vzfm = [   ;
Jíi Jon

mz£b ■ n(tp - p£) < CWzJ^e -3/(y)/£

because the result of Lemma 5 applies for ô = 0 and m = v£. Since |V1^| <

211611^ , on the ball

Bx = {x;\x\<l(y)/(3\\b\\J}

we have (choose s small enough) m > e -l{y)/e
(from the definition of l(y) we

may assume that l(y) < 2>>||¿>||00 , so that Bx c Q). Therefore

L|vzi2<c||zir2/^>.

This proves that (denoting fc f the average of / on C)

-I <C\\z£\\e~2lW/E/e,

lA{b.

and that

W^ÂAb^CKWoo^11^^^
by local regularity results for the Laplace operator. These last two inequalities
give

I    II
Jb    \\h-

<C\\z£\\e-2l^/e\,
(BJ2)

i.e. by Sobolev injections:

e2||AzJ22*/(*-2)(ß|/2) < C||VzJ|22W-2)(V2) < CWz^e-^/e3.

And in a finite number of iterations (say p depending on yV) of this procedure

we get, for C, = {x;\x\ < l(y)/(2p+l\\b\\J;d(x,dQ) > y) ,

L < C\\ze
-/(y)/«

L°°(C.

i.e.

z£(0)||2 <C||z£||œc-/(^
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We may now iterate this argument. Consider z(1) solution of

L£z(1) = -f Az(1) - b ■ Vz(1) = 0,       z(1) e Hl(Q\Cx)D L°°(Q\CX),

\dzW/dn = -b-n(q>-p£)   ondQ,       z(1)=0   on <9C,.

By the maximum principle one has ||z(1) - z£||oo < C\\z£\\ooe~IM/£. We choose

now ô = y, 0& = C, , and we denote by m the solution of (30) for this new

choice. Lemma 5 applies and Green's formula gives

\ f      \VzW\2m = /   mzWb ■ n(tp - p£) < C^X
1 Jn\cl Jan

The same argument as before shows that on the set

B2 = {xe Q\CX ;d(x,dCx) < l(y)/(3\\b\\J}

we have

L\z(i)\2<C\\zW\\e-2l^/e,

i.e. on

C2 = {xeQ\Cx ;d(x,dCx) < l(y)/(2p+l\\b\lj;d(x,dQ) > y),

we obtain

||z    -z   (0)||Loo(Cj) < C||z    W^e

ll^-^WIli-^^cn^ii^-^.
Finally, a finite number of iterations of this argument shows that

(34)       Ike-^WIl'co^^CllzJI^-^8,        Qy = {x;d(x,dQ)>y}.

Step 2. Boundary layer analysis. Let us build a super- and a subsolution on the

boundary. Consider d(x) = d(x ,dQ) and

ri   \ -Xd(x)/e
fix) =pe

We claim that for X small enough and p large enough, f(x) is a supersolution

of (29) on a neighborhood of dQ. A simple computation shows that

-f Af - b ■ Vf = Xpf{Ad - X\Vd\2/e + 2b ■ \Vd\/e}/2

> Xpf{Ad - X/e - 2b • n/E - p(d(x)/s)}/2 > 0

for X small enough and for some modulus of continuity p (we choose y such

that p(y) < min9n(-6 • «)), and

Edf/dn = Xp > 2\b • n\ • \<p - pe\.

From (34), we see that if we choose X < l(y)/(4y) and

ü = C-r-C||z||1/V/(,')/(4e)
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then f>z£- z£(0) on dQy ; thus, we have

(35)
z£ - z£(0) < / < C + cWz^e-^'^e-^^'^   on {x;d(x) < y),

z£-z£(0)<C + C||z£|¿2c-/W/(4£)   in Q.

We obtain the other inequality by changing the sign of p and this proves that

z£ is uniformly bounded and (34) gives the exponential decay of z£ - z£(0).

By the integral condition on z£, we see that z£(0) is exponentially small and

this concludes the proof of Theorem 4.

2. Proof of Theorem 3. The proof of Theorem 3 is more difficult because a

boundary layer exists on u£ and not only on its normal derivative as is the case

for z£. We divide its proof into three steps. First, we make a rough estimate

of dujdn on dQ. Then we deduce the exponential decay inside Q. Finally,

we perform the boundary layer analysis to prove (7).

First of all, let us notice that it is enough to treat the case where  tp e

C    (dQ), the other cases are deduced by approximating tp properly.

Step 1. Estimate on dujdn . Let £ e C2(Q) n C1 ,ß(Q) satisfy

- Atp = 0   in Q,

tp_= tp on dQ.

Setting d(x) = d(x ,dQ) for d(x) < ô small enough the function

h(x) = u£ - tpe

is smooth and satisfies

(36)
- § Ah - b ■ Vh

= e~xd(x)l\-X£Vf_ ■ Vd + <p_(X2\Vd\2 - XsAd - 2Xb ■ Vd) + 2e¿> • V£}/(2e),

h = 0   on an.

Let us choose X large enough so that, for any e < 1 (and with the same

notations as in the proof of Theorem 4)

X\Vd\2 > E\Ad\ + 2\b ■ Vd\ + 1   on Qs .

Then we set g = p(l - e-xd^'e) an(j we have

f A# - b ■ Vg = Xpe~Xd(x)l£{X\Vd\2 - EAd - b ■ Vd}/(2e) > Xpe~Xd(x)/e/(2s),

g = 0   on dQ.

Therefore, g is a supersolution of (36) for p large enough and it satisfies

g > pß > h on dQs , hence

g>h,    dh/dn>-Xp/E   ondQ.

In the same way (choosing p < 0) we obtain that Edujdn is bounded in L°° .
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Step 2. Exponential decay in subsets of Q. As before, we multiply ( 1 ) by u£ • v£

and Green's formula gives

£   f ._     ,2 f    £        du -3l(y)/e
-~ /   Vw    v = /    -¿v tp—± < Ce

2Jn      £    e     Jon 2 £   dn

(using Step 1 and Lemma 5 with m = vf). Thus, the proof of Theorem 4

applies without any modification and (34) reads (the term of the form ||z£||oo

has disappeared)

(37) \\u£-u£(0)\tLoo(ÇÏ/)<Ce-l(y)l\       Qy = {x;d(x,dQ)>y},

which proves directly the exponential decay in compact subsets of Q.

Step 3. Boundary layer analysis. In order to prove formula (7) and to find u£(0)

let us introduce a parameter y as small as necessary, and u+ and u_ solutions

of

- §Au+ -b-Vu+ = 0   in fi\ñy,

(38) u+ = tp-u£(0) + Coo   ondQ,

u+=e~r{7)/e + ue-ue(0)   ondQy,

- § Au_ - b ■ Vu_ =0   in Q\Q;,,

(39) u_ = -tp + u£(0) + Cœ    on dQ,

u_=e~r(Y),e -u£-u£(0)   ondQy,

where r(y) will be chosen (small enough, and r(y) < -l(y)/2) later on, and

Cx = 11^-^(0)11^ + 1 . Notice that ue-u£(0) = (u+-u_)/2. Let us determine

the behavior of u+ on 9Q. To do this, we set u+ = e~u/e, and we have

-§AC/ + |VC/|2/2-6-Vl/ = 0   inQ^,

(4°) U = r-eLog(l + (u£-uE(0))er/E)   onaQy,

U = -E LogtC^ + tp - u£(0))   on dQ.

We want to estimate dU/dn on dQ. Choose a function r\ e C (iî)nC (Q)

satisfying

-A»/ = 0   iníi,        t] = -Log(Coo + tp-u£(0))   ondQ.

Then G = U - et] satisfies

K£G := -f AC + |VC|2/2 -b-VG- eVG ■ Vn/2

(41) =-E2\Vr,\2/2 + Eb-Vn:=Ege    in Q\Qy,

C7 = 0   on öfi,

G = r + eh     ondQv,
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where g£ is bounded in C(Q) and h£ is bounded in C(dQy). We are going

to build a supersolution to (41). First of all let us define a function c(y,s),

y e dQ, s > 0, as follows:

c(y ,0) =-2b ■ n(y),

(42) c(y,s) = Min{c(z,0) + |z-)>|2/(2s1/2)}>0.
z€9£l

We give some properties of c which are easy to check:

(43) c(y,s) < Maxc(z,0),       dc(y,s)/ds <0,
Z69Í1

(44) \dc(y,s)/dX\<C/si/4   VX, \X\ = 1 ,X tangent to dQ at y,

(45) d2c(y,s)/dX   < l/s1'2   V/,|x| = l,xtangenttoÖQaty.

For example, let us check (45): take y ,y",y e dQ, s > 0 and denote Y a

point of dQ which realizes the minimum in (42). We have

c(y ,s) + c(y",s) - 2c(y,s) < (\Y_ - y |2 + \Y - y"\2 - 2\Y - y\2)/(2sl/2)

< (-2(Y-y,y'+y" - 2y) + \y-y'\2 + \y - y"\2)/(2sl/2),

choosing y and y" conveniently, i.e. \y-y'\ = \y-y"\, \y'+y"-2y\ < c\y-y'\2,

we obtain (45).

We denote now by Px the projection of x e iî\Q;) onto dQ, and we choose

a modulus of continuity p such that

(46) p(y)>y{'\    p(y) + c(Px,d(x)) + 2b-n(Px)>yx<4   onn\Qy,

this is possible since c is continuous. We choose a supersolution to (41) as

follows:

rd'x)

(47) v(x)= /      c(Px,s)ds + p(y)d(x).
Jo

Let us prove that \p is a supersolution. Thus, let x0 be given and let us

compute (41) in the local coordinates such that eN = -n(Pxf), ex, ... ,eN_x

are orthonormal to eN . We have

and at x0

lH= i   X ̂ yc(Px,s)ds + (p(y) + c(Px,d(x)))^p-,

d2\p _   rd(x) (dfpr

di2 ~ Jo      \di2
-V c(Px,s) + A c(Px,d(x))\ ds

+ (p(y)+c(Px,d(x)))^l,
di

dN 9s K v  "
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Using (42)-(44), we obtain for some constant C independent of e , y

-Ay/(x0)> -C;

therefore

K£ip(x0)> -CE + (p(y) + c(Px0,d(xQ)))

■ (2b ■ n(Px0) + p(y) + c(Px0, d(x0)))/2 - Cd(x)y4.

From the choice of p(y), this is larger than

-Ce + y1'2 - CyV* > -Ce + y1/2/2   for y small enough.

Therefore, choosing r(y) < y/(y), \p is a supersolution of (41), hence \p > G

and

dG(x)/dn > -c(x, 0) - p(y) = 2b ■ n(x) - p(y)   on dQ,

i.e.

d U(x)/dn >2b-n(x)- p(y) - Ce   on dQ,

i.e.

(48) edu+(x)/dn< -2b-n(x)(<p - u£(0) +Coo) +Ce +Cp(y)   ondQ.

To prove the other inequality we are going to build a subsolution of (41),

this is more difficult because the limit equation of (41) does not admit any

strict subsolution if b = 0 at some point of dQ. That is the reason why we

need to assume that

3v,     - b • n > v > 0   ondQ.

As before let us define a function a(y ,s), y edQ, s>0,as

a(y ,0) =-2b ■ n(y),

(49) a(y,s) = Maxa(z,0)-e2\z- y|2/(2s'/2) > 0.
z€öO

It satisfies

a(y,s)> Mina(z,0),       da(y,s)/ds >0,
zEdCl

(5°)        \da(y,s)/dX\<Cs/sl/4   V*. 1*1 = 1,/ tangent to dQ at y,

d2a(y,s)/dX   >e2/s[/2   V*,|*| = l,X tangent to dQ at y.

As before we choose p(y) so that

- p(y) + b(x) ■ n(Px) + a(Px, d(x))/2 < -2y,    a(Px, d(x)) - p(y) > v,

p(y)^0   asy—>0.

Now, we choose a function (eC (Qy), with Ç = 1, VÇ = 0 on dQ, and

C = 0 for d(x) > r(y)/(6\\b\\oo) (r(y) has been fixed before to build the super-

solution), we also assume that ||Ç||C1 < C/r and ||C||C2 < C/r. We define

H=U-Et]C
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and

K£H := \AH + \VH\2/2 -b-VH- sVH ■ V(Çrç)

(51) - "Ce/r(7)1{-^)<^)/(3H*IU)} (£ « ^ °n Q\U7>

H = 0   ondQ,

H = r + sh    on dQv.

We define now
rd(xrayxi

y/(x) = a(Px,s)ds - p(y)d(x),
Jo

and

(52) V(x) = -£Log(e-y"E + e-r/i2£)).

A simple computation shows that

Kf¥ := e~w/E/(e~v/E) + e~r/{2e)){-^Aip + |Vy/|2/2 - (b + eV(Cí])) ■ Vip}.

In order to estimate this, we follow the previous computation of Vy/,D ip.

We have at x0

fd(x)
dip/di= dP/diV a(Px,s)ds,       i<N,

Jo
d<p/dN = a(Px,d(x))-p(y),

d2ip/di2=  f     (d2P/di2Va(Px,s) + Aa(Px,d(x)))ds
Jo

+ p(y)d2d/di2,       i<N,

d2ip/dN2 = da(Px, d(x))/ds.

Therefore,

§ Axp + |V^|2/2 - (b + eV(Cv)) ■ ̂V2'

<Ce/r + (a(Px,d(x))-p(y))

■[(b-n + EV(Ç,n)) ■ n(Px) + a(Px,d(x))/2 - p(y)/2]

< Cs/r -v(2y- Ce) .

For d(x) < r(y)/(6||¿||0O), we have

W(x)<3\\b\\00d(x)<r(y)/2,

i.e.

Kf¥ < -yv/2   (for e, y small enough).

On Q\Q , we have

Kf¥<0.
Since 4* < H on dQ , Y is less than H everywhere and we conclude as

before that

(53)      Edu+(x)/dn> -2b-n(x)((p-u£(0) + Coo) + CE + Cp(y)   ondQ.
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Performing the same analysis on u_ , this shows formula (7) and concludes the

proof of Theorem 3 because the method of Matkowsky and Schuss presented

in the introduction allows us to compute the relation between u£ (0) and p£.

Appendix 1. The notion of viscosity solutions to

Hamilton-Jacobi equations

The notion of viscosity solution was introduced by Crandall-Lions to give a

sense and a uniqueness criteria to H.J. equations

(54) H(x,u,Vu) = 0   inQ.

Then, to solve state constraints problems, Soner extended this notion to give a

sense to the boundary condition

(55) H(x,u,Vu)>0   ondQ.

These definitions of viscosity solutions can be given for discontinuous solu-

tions of (54), (55) although general uniqueness results only hold for continuous

solutions (and with good properties of H). However, it is possible to use dis-

continuous viscosity solutions as we did in Theorem 2.

First, let us recall the definition of viscosity solutions.

Definition 1. An upper semicontinuous (on Q) function ü is called a viscosity

subsolution of (54) if, for any cpeC (Q) and x0eQ such that

Max(ï7 - 4>) = (tZ - <p)(xQ),
a

then

H(x0,u(x0),V<p(x0))<0.

We say that du/dn < y on dQ, if, when the above maximum is attained for

some x0edQ, then

Min(H(x0,ü(x0),Vcf>(x0)),d4>(x0)/dn - y(x0)) < 0.

Let us point out that this convention for the Neumann case differs from the

one in [22, 24], our definition is fitting with the Dirichlet case [17, 2, 3].

Definition 2. A lower semicontinuous (on Q) function u is called a viscosity

supersolution of (54)-(55) if, for any </> e C2(Q) and x0eQ such that

Min(« - 4>) = (u- <p)(xf),

then

H(x0,u(x0),V<p(x0))>0.

Of course to consider supersolutions of (54), we have to replace xQ e Q

by x0 e Q above. The case of Neumann conditions is given in §11 and is

an obvious extension of these definitions. We refer to [7] for the motivations,

various extensions of these definitions, and for the relations with optimal control

problems.
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It is easy to see on this definition that 0 is not a supersolution on the boundary

of (5)-(5'). Indeed, 0+Xd(x) attains a minimum point at any point of x e dQ,

for any X > 0, but for X small enough, we do not have

H(x, - XVd(x)) = X2 + Xb(x) ■ n(x) > 0,

at points such that b(x) ■ n(x) < 0.

Appendix 2. Proof of (H3) + (HI) => (H2)

Let us consider the function defined for x e Q\BS by

(56) <pa(x) = infUX\y + b(y)\2/2ds-ax;y(0) = x, yeHl(0,x),

y(s) e Q\BS Vs < x < +00, y(x) e dBö if x < +oo 1.

Let us show that </>Q remains bounded for a small enough.

Assume, by contradiction, that for some an > 0, an —► 0, there exists

x   , xa   with (dropping the index n)
n n

{fo     ]*X° + b^lldS ~ a%a - _1 ' yxi0) =X«>yt-T° y*{t) G nVß4 *

Then, there exists 5   such that s + T < x   and

(57) ["     \yx +b\2/2ds-aT<0   \/a<l/T,
s„ "

where T denotes the time for which any solution of

y = b(y),       y(0)ex,

has left Q\BS as is assumed in (H3).

Let us prove (57). If we had

/

("+1)7" ,

\yx + b\ ¡2ds - aT > 0   for any n > 0 with (n + l)T < t  ,
nT "

then,

f" \yx +b\2/2ds- axa > [°        (\yx + b\2/2 -a)ds>-aT,
JO " JTE(Ta/T)

where E(r) denotes the entire part of r. This is a contradiction for a < l/T.

Thus (57) holds.

Now, setting za = yx (sf), we may extract a subsequence such that za —► z0

and (57) shows that

/   \ya+b(ya)\2/2ds<Ta,
Jo

where ya(t) = yx (sa + t).  Therefore ya is bounded in L2[0,7*] and thus,

extracting again a subsequence,

y ft) - J-n(0    uniformly on [0, T].
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yQ(t) satisfies

/   \yQ + b(y0)\2/2ds = 0,
Jo

i.e.

y0 = -b(y0),       y0(0) = z0,       y(s)eQ,    0<s<T.

This contradicts the definition of T and shows that

<Pa(x)>-l    for a small enough.

Remark. This proof is close to the one in [9, 26].

It is easy to check that tpa is Lipschitz continuous and by classical arguments,

it is a viscosity solution of

H(x,V<t>a) = -a   inQ\Bs,

<Pa = 0 on dBs .

(j)a also satisfies the state constraints boundary condition on dQ, but we have

to see that it implies the Neumann condition for subsolutions, i.e.

(58) d<pjdn<-2b-n   ondQ.

To do so, let us rewrite (56) as a control problem,

(59) (y(t) = v(t),    v(t)eL°°(R+;RN),

\y(0) = x,

(60) <pa(x) = inf {^ \v(s) + b(y(s))\2/2ds - ax} ,

where

A = {v(-) e L°°(R+ ;RN),y(s) eQ\Bs ,Vs < x < +oo,v(t) 6 dBs if x < +co}.

Notice that the constraints y e Hl or y bounded are equivalent because the

Hamiltonian H may be written

2 2
H(x,p) = sup {-v -p - \v + p\ /2} =      sup     {-v • p-\v + p\ /2} ,

v€RN l«|<|*l+2|p|

and V(pa  (or p  in the above formula) is a priori bounded.   (59)-(60) are

equivalent to

(dy(t) = v(t)dt + dA(t),       v(t)eL°°(R+;RN),

\ y(0) = x,       A(t) = - ¡f ly(s)eda[v(s) ■ n(y(s))]+n(y(s)) ds,

(62) tpa(x) = inf W r I« + b(y) - (v ■ n)+ lyedQn\2/2ds - ax 1 ,

B = {v(-) e L°°(R+ ;RN) ,y(x) e dBs if x < +00}.

And the quantity under the integral in (62) is also

|u + b(y)\2/2ds + d\A\(s)[-b ■ n + (v ■ n)+/2 - v • n]
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(d\A\ denotes the total variation of the measure with bounded variations dA).

(61)—(62) represent an optimal control problem for a reflected process, the

cost of the reflection is

y(y,v) = -b-n + (v- n)+¡2 - v ■ n,

and when d\A\(s) ^ 0,v ■ n is positive, therefore

y(y,v)<b-n<-2b-n       (b ■ n < 0 by (H3)),

and thus ó   satisfiesr a

d(pjdn<-2b-n   ondQ,

and (H2) is proved.
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